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In the wake of growing demand of highly efficient ecommerce systems and programming services,
FATbit recently announced that they are looking forward to expansion in their work force strength in
the approaching quarter. Currently, the web services company has a work force of more than 50
and human resource officials at FATbit head office suggest that there is scope for aggressive hiring
in the web development field.

Senior HR official at the firm commented that;

â€œWe recently ventured into the mobile website design field some months ago and are planning to
function in a number of additional web services field very soon. The same asks for greater
programming as well as designing talent. The hiring process has been initiated and we are
entertaining CVâ€™s from experienced programmersâ€•

The company has been active in the field of web services since 2004 and through its programming
talent pool, has made quite a name in the global software market. It offers website programming
packages, e-commerce systems, database programming, groupon clone systems and many others
services under the development category. Another board member from the firm heartily certified
what HR officials underlined.

â€œAfter the success of Groupon and Living Social, the market of clone scripts is booming. Along with
this, demand of e-commerce systems is on an all time high. Indian currency is having a bad time
due to the European turmoil but as far as software industry is concerned, times have never been
betterâ€•

Operating from two upcoming IT regions, FATbit is counted amongst the leading web services
company in India. Majority of its business comes from clients located in far off shores.

The company boasts of both static and dynamic websites on it portfolio. For those who donâ€™t know, a
static website is mostly informative and is used by businesses that do not feel the need of high client
interaction. A dynamic website, on the other hand, is much more advanced and easy to handle.
Changes could be made without any language tool knowledge.  

Programming is a field in which client mostly puts trust on an experienced firm by taking into
consideration the technical nature of the work. The same apprehension works in favor of
established players. More than five years of experience is enough to land a programming deal.
FATbit has even engaged in programming projects with Nigerian government officials to bring
colleges in its region under a common web platform.

Giving further insights into the selection project, HR head of the company stated that an applicant, if
met the eligibility and qualification criteria, has to undergo a written test, coding test and an interview
session with the senior members of the web company.

â€œWe feel it is very important to select the right candidates because they are going to occupy
management chairs in the future. Faulty selections jeopardize the future of the company, for the
chances of rifts and management clashes increase. We aim at selecting candidates that can fit in
our work culture without much effortâ€•
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More Details Please visit: FATbit Technologies
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